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1. Introduction
The phase transition and tricriiical behavior of the Ising model have received
a great amount of interest in recent years be cause spin systems are widespread in
very different fields of physics, e.g.. in t/ie theory of magnetism,

THE BOND DILUTED SPIN-1 BLUME-EMERY-GRIFFITHS MODEL
IN A TRANSVERSE FIELD

superconductivity,

nuclear physics, etc. In particular, because of the fundamental

interest in the multi-critical phenomena of physical systems, spin-! nwdel with
...ngle-ion anisotropyj 1,2/ have been already investigated in same detail using a
number of methods, namely the mean field appr<ixinuiti<»tl 1.2j, effective field

H. Ez-Zahraouy '
International Centre for Theoretical Physics, Trieste, Italy.

approximation {3,4], high-temperature series expansion).* I. constant coupling
approximation^/,

Monte-Carlo technique!?!, finite cluster approximation with an

expansion technique/Ml and so mi. All these methods suggest the existence of a
ABSTRACT
The effect of Bond -dilution on the magnetic properties of a quantum transverse spi . -1
Blume-Emery-Griffiths model is investigated within an expansion technique for cluster
identities of a spin-1 localized spin system. The longitudinal and transverse magnetizations and quadrupolar moments are studied for several values of the bond concentration.

tricritical point at which the system changes from second order transition to the
first one.
The spin-1 Ising model with nearest-neighbor interactions, both bilinear and
''quadratic,

and with a crystal-field interaction was introduced by Blume, Emery and

Griffiths (BEG)l9j to describe phase separation and superfluid ordering in He -He

A general formula, applicable to structures with arbitrary coordination number N, are
mixtures. With vanishing biquadratic interactions the model is known as the Blume-

given.

Capel model {10-11]. The BEG model was subsequently reinterpreted to describe phase
transitions in simple! 12/ and multi-component fluids!!3,14!.

Tins

model has been

extensively studied hy different techniques. It hci.\ been analyzed using mean field
MIRAMARE - TRIESTE
theory{9,12-16j,

an effective field theory based on the differential

operator

September 1993
technique!17,1 Hj, real space renonntilization group methods! 19.2! j . high- and lowtemperature series expansion!22j,

and Monte-Carlo simulations II(i,23-26j.

The Ising

model in the presence of a transverse field serves for the study of cooperative
phenomena and phase transitions in many physical systems!27-29j
'Permanent address: Departemeat de Physique, Faculte des Sciences, Laboratoire de
Magnetisme et Physique des Hautes Energies, B.P. 10H, Rabat, Morocco.

The transverse-field

or crystal field effects of spin-1 Isiug model has been studied by a number of

2. Model and method
The spin-1 BEG model in a transverse magnetic field is described by the

authors/1 -311
This model including both transverse and crystal-field has been studied by

following

tiamiltonian

Yang et al!32f within mean field upprnxiinuiion, and by licnyoussef el aljH,33j within
an expansion technique for cluster identities of spin!
systema[83il

localized spin

The site diluted spin-1 and spin-1/2 I sing ferromagnet in a transverse

field are investigated within differential operator techiuqucl.i4j.The

where Slx and S1? are the component of a spin-1 operator at sue i, namely

effects of bond

0 10
1 0 1
0 10

dilution on the magnetic properties oj a transverse spin I /sing model with random
longitudinal field and the pure case of a transverse spin!

0 0
0 <) 0
(> 0 -1

, 1 0 ()'
, ( S , / = 0 (> {)
0 0 1

BEG model are studied

within an expansion technique for cluster identities of spin-1 localized spin

where D represent the biquadratic nearest-neighbor

systems!31,35/.

and j respectively, D, fi are respectively the crystal and transverse fields. The

But nobody, tip to now, Ims studied the case t>f the bond dilution

transverse spin-1 BEG model

first and second summations run over all neighboring pairs of spins.While Jn is the

Since the transverse Ismg model was introduced by de Gennesl36l
spin model of hydrogen-bounded Jcrroi'lectncs.

us a pseudo-

our win is to study the effects of

bond dilution on the magnetic properties of a spin!

Blume-limery-Griffiths

transverse magnetic field using the I'inite duster approximation l37,3Sjwith

bilinear exchange interactions between spins at site i and j . which is given by the
following distribution luw

model in a
an

where b is the bond concentration and the function Six) is given as follows:

expansion technique for cluster identifies of spin -! localized spin systems
established by Ez-Zuhraotty el al.j39l.

exchange couplings between sites i

&(x)-!. for x=t)

and d(x)=(). otherwise

The dependence of longitudinal and transverse

magnetizations on the temperature for several values oj crystal-field

interactions,

Using a single cluster approximation in which attention is focused on a

biquadratic exchange interactions and transverse field, tire calculated for

cluster comprising just a single selected spin labelled I), and the neighboring spins

coordination number N=6. General formuhi of the magnetizations and quadrupolar

with which it directly interacts, then the Hamillonian containing U. namely

moments are given for an arbitrary coordination

number.

The present paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we give the model and
the method. The results and discussant arc given in section 3.

12)
••here
A =-6

; S =-Q

;

C =-L

(3)

with
ill)

where (SBaf
single-sile Hamiltonian can readily he diagonalizcd and its eigenvalues and
eigenvectors are easily obtained. The three eigenvectors corresponding to the

<(SOQ/>C

is the a-componeni of the spin operator Sa raised to
denotes the mean value of (Suaf

the power p,

r

.f<> <•> given configuration c of all other

spins, i.e when all other spins SfHO) have fixed values. <...> denotes the average

eigenvalues

over all spin configurations. trn menus the trace paformed

over Su(x only. ^=1IK^T, T

the absolute temperature and Kti is the liulizmaiin ctnisiniil.
(4)

The equations (II) are nut exact for an Ising system in a transverse field,

vith

they have nevertheless, been accepted as a reasonable starting point in many studies

(5)

of that

systemf40j.

Let <S0(j>c and <(Sna) > c denotes respectively the mean value of

and

Stta and (SM)
p=-(A2+

for a fixed configuration c for all other spins

To calculate, <Saa>c

r.'.i ; t./=-fA+Cl(2A2+2l9(A+Cf+B2)l3

and <(Sna)~>c, one has to effect the inner traces in

(7)
eqs.U 1) over the states of the spin 0 and this is the most easily performed using
the eigenstates of eijS.(fi) as the basic states. In this way, it follows on setting
(8)
p-1

and 2 it turn in eas.(II)

that

vith

a k =-

JB(Xk-A-C+A)l

(9)
-A-): 11

V2/8-l(\-&-C'I'-+A-

J2

In a representation in which S 0/ i.v diagonal. The starting point (if .single-site
cluster approximation is a set of formal Utemitie.s of the type

(12)
(10)

K.

r

'••'r'WWt' ^^r "

<...>p denotes the average over all ciinjigurations of the disorder of the exchange
interactions JOy Using the distribution i>j .1 mentioned above, the average over the

<Sth>c =Vf —

f/ij

disorder of Ja of / a and #Q arc given by

Replacing the function h(x) by its expression in equations (IS) and (19), theexpression of these equations become

With

The magnetizations ma <a=z^) and ihe quadrupolur moments q

fa=zjcj are given
«nd L « //ie number of bonds such thai ./,,,=./, and the (n'j are the binomial
coefficients given by m!ln!(m-n)!.
Then the equations of m a and qa

become

w/t/t
(23)

<.. > denotes the average over all configurations of the spins Sv(jt0),

and

</«=

(24)

To calculate <fa(v\i)>

un< <

^ Xa' r liJ >

wc

'"'vc

IUC

^ ''IC <-'*punsif>n technique for spin-l

N

I.

N ,

<2H)
Ising systems as follows!'391.Suppose

ff (f

(S,f) that

one considers the general product

containing 3 terms. From these terms one may collect

and must hold for arbitrary choices of xw. Suppose one now chooses the first r out
of the N operators t iz to be unity, anil the remainder lero. Then eqs.(27) and (28)

together all those terms containing p factors of (S,j*. out of a maximum of N and q

give

factors of Slz, out of a maximum of L. Such a group is to be denoted by
{{SJ2,SJSLvr(

Our aim is to expand the functions ./ a (TV »'»' Kof^.)

these {<S,).SJ\,siw

'« terms of
(29)

Thus, if one writes
l-t

4 - t l l,=l,

r

(-H

(30)

fa(JlSrt,l(Sj)=H

(25)
where (o.J

[.

1

\

is the sum of all possible products of q spin operators, a,,, out of a

maximum of r, and the (mJ are the biiuniiiul covfjitiems

,,

m.'ln'(m-n)!. That is

(3D
the Problem is to find the coefficients A'a'IKItL.N) and H{a\^L,N),
it is advantageous to transform tlie spin-! system to u spin-ll2

To achieve this
representation

containing the Pauli operators Gw= ±1. This may be accomplished by setting
5^=Ti7aiz with

xw -0,1. In this represeniiitionwiili

eqs.(25) and (26) became

(32)

(a,,f = ! and ("1,,/^x,,,
with

b<a\(rh

{33)

(34)

10

TVie .spin-1 problem of eqs.(25) and (26) containing L variables of type Slz and N

3. Results a n d discussion.
In this part we give the results of the model (I) on a simple cubic lattice

variables of type (S-,,)" has thus been transformed to a \pin-H2 problem containing r
variables of type Su only. The advantage of doing this is that it now enables one to

(N=6), especially, the typical behavior of the longitudinal and transverse

use directly the results already established in Rej.j4!j

magnetization as a function of temperature for several values of concentration, for a

(or the \pin-H2 system. It

may also be noted that whereas the coefficient* >>' 'jr> and d[ 'jr) for the spin-

given values of the biquadratic exchange interactions coupling D, the crystal field A

H2 problem depend on the total number o) spins present, the coefficients

and the transverse field Q.

A

(L,N) and B

Once the coefficients li ^(r) mid tl'a'^r)

' (L,N) are in fuel independent of L and N. as is clear from

ei/s.(33) and (34). Thus the labels L and A' are superfluous and may henceforth be

coefficients ^

dropped. This could, of course, have been inferred directly from eqs.(25) and (26) by

and B

(0<)

have been calculated, the

Ei' 'm "«'.*' be Jnund by the inllumng proceduie.First.

A

{

^

,. are got by setting r-q in ct/s.(.iri! and t.l/i). thai is

setting one of Sit spins equal to its zero value ihrounlioiit. Specializing the results
of Rcf!4II

(40)

to a single group of r s/>ins. one lias for the current problem

Then, the other Al 'pi) and Bl 'pi) may be obtained bv expressing eqs.(35) and (36) as
(35)
a recurrence relations, namely as

(41)

where

nfr,q)=

(42)

(37)

and

fia(r)=}aU<r-2i).r,

(3H)

Then the magnetizations ma (a=:.x) and the quadrupolar moments

(39)

given for an arbitrary coordination number N. by

12

qa (a=zjc) are

where

(43)
(48)
with x0 the solution of the following

equation

u = ll n — 0

(49)

The critical temperature of the second order transition is determined by a=l. In the

Using the sin >lest approximation of the Zernike decoupling oj the type
<SlrSv...(Si.rf...>=<S,/><Sl,>--«SkJ'>...

and seeing that the number of elements ol ihe group HS^'.SJ^_
(l\)(S'\).

vicinity of second order transition the tna<;ucU-a!ton in, is determined by:

for

f,H

I'",)

is equal

=

I-u

(SO)

At this temperature the transverse magnetization is given by

the eqs(43) and (44) become

N

N

(5!)
and the quadrupolar

moments

\.-U

<la = [ / , ' - f / V '-(\)l

[ H ' a m ,m,nu/<ly

"„;

n = z.X) are aiven hx

p-Hl

The right-hand side of eq.(50) must be positive. If this is not ihe case the

(46)

transition is of first order. The point at which a=l and v—t) is the iricritical
Lev p«r /« =m, = <5,> and x- q, =<(Sf)~>. and if uc replace x in (45) by its

point. To obtain the expression for v one lias to solve (4(i) for small m. The solution

expression taken from (46), we obtain an equation for in of die form

is of the form

in—am + vm +...

13

(47)

.1= .I,, + X\in~

14

(53)

first order transition is characterized hy the tiap of ihc longitudinal

xt is given by;

magnetization

mz at the transition temperature (Fig.!, b=0.9ii. 0.9b.0.94.0,92). while the
magnetization m, decreases continuously in the vicinity of siie transition

temperature

and vanishes at 7=7 L , this is the second-order transition. The temperature

dependence

of the transverse magnetization for several values of the bond concentration, b,is
exhibited in Fig.2 where both first order and second order transition exist. Clearly,
!•=!

the greater the bond concentration the greater is tiie longitudinal magnetization but
in contrast the transverse magnetization m^ decreases when increasing the bond
concentration at low temperature. At greater concentrations the transverse
magnetization increases with temperature at I<nv temperatures, passes through a peak
for the first -order transition!Fig.2. h = 0.9X.U.9f>.0.94,0.92) through a cusp for the
second order transition (Fig.2 .h~lj temperature of in, timl then falls off rapidly as
determined by the relation (51 ),ln FigJ and Fig 4. the temperature dependence of the
longitudinal (q.J and transverse U/x) quadrupolar moments i.\ displayed for the simple
cubic lattice for a typical value of the bond mmentraiii'ii.

At low temperature, the

T/i/.s yields
longitudinal q, increases when increasing the bond concentration contrary to the
transverse quadrupolar moment which decreases below the temperature transition, when
increasing the bond concentration h. The temperature dependence of m and m for
different values of the transverse field it, for a fixed values of hu/uadratic
,;/. [ pA"JplfX \,)(xj

I' 1

.i,

(56)

exchange D , crystal field A and bond concentration b. are given in Fif>,5 and Fig.6
respectively. The longitudinal magnetization decreases when increasing the transverse
field n , while the transverse magnetization increases when increasing Q. from the

77it' dependence of the magnetizations in, and m v w«J ;/;c quadrupolar moments ql
and CJX. on the temperature for n fixed vtihw.s of ihc biquadratic
interactions D, the crystal fiel A and the transverse field

exchange

£2 are represented in

Fig,I and Fig.2 respectively, for several valjic.s n) the bond concentration b. The

above we conclude that the rnodeld) with bond dilution exhibit a tricritical behavior
from which we passe from second order transition to the second order transition, and
first order transition disappears for sufficiently large bond concentration b(see
Fig.]) for a fixed value of the crystal field A. the biquadratic exchange D, and the

16

transverse field £1. while first order transition is favored by increasing tlie

[14IJ.Sivardiere

transverse field Q, for a given value of band concentration

115]D.Furman$.Dattguota

h, crystal field A and

and J.Lujzerowicz, Phys.RevA

[16jM.Tanaka

biquadratic exchange D.
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Fig.4 The temperature dependence uf tlie transverse quadrupolar moment for
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Fig.5 The temperature dependence nf the longitudinal magnetization for

erchimn.

NJ=0.5, DU=0.5 and b=0.95. The number acctniipunyinn each curve denotes the value of
£2/7.

Fig.6 The temperature dependence uf ihe transverse magnetization for A!.!=0.5,
DIJ — O.S and b~0.95- The number accot/tpanxinx each <:utve denotes iha value of HU.
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